
[W]e can have no illusions, nor do we have a right to believe, that freedom can be won without a
fight.

And the battles will not be mere street fights with stones against tear gas, nor peaceful general
strikes. Nor will it be the struggle of an infuriated that destroys the repressive apparatus of the
ruling oligarchies in two or three days. It will be a long, bloody struggle in which the front will be
in guerrilla refuges in the cities, in the homes of the combatants (where the repression will go
seeking easy victims among their families), among the massacred peasant population, in the
towns or cities destroyed by the enemy's bombs. …

Our mission, in the first hour, is to survive; then, to act, the perennial example of the guerrilla
carrying on armed propaganda in the Vietnamese meaning of the term, that is, the propaganda
of bullets, of battles that are won or lost — but that are waged — against the enemy….

We must carry the war as far as the enemy carries it: into his home, into his places of
recreation, make it total. He must be prevented from having a moment's peace, a moment's
quiet outside the barracks and even inside them. Attack him wherever he may be; make him
feel like a hunted animal wherever he goes. Then his morale will begin to decline. He will
become even more bestial, but the signs of the coming decline will appear.
And let us develop genuine proletarian internationalism, with international proletarian armies.
Let the flag under which we fight be the sacred cause of the liberation of humanity, so that to die
under the colors of Vietnam, Venezuela, Guatemala, Laos, Guinea, Colombia, Bolivia, Brazil —
to mention only the current scenes of armed struggle — will be equally glorious and desirable
for a Latin American, an Asian, an African, and even a European.

Every drop of blood spilled in a land under whose flag one was not born is experience gathered
by the survivor to be applied later in the struggle for liberation of one's own country. And every
people that liberates itself is a step in the battle for the liberation of one's own people. …

Let us sum up as follows our aspirations for victory. Destruction of imperialism by means of
eliminating its strongest bulwark: the imperialist domination of the United States of North
America. To take as a tactical line the gradual liberation of the peoples, one by one or in groups,
involving the enemy in a difficult struggle outside his terrain; destroying his bases of support,
that is, his dependent territories.

This means a long war. And, we repeat once again, a cruel war. Let no one deceive himself
when he sets out to begin, and let no one hesitate to begin out of fear of the results it can bring
upon his own people. It is almost the only hope for victory.

We cannot evade the call of the hour. Vietnam teaches us this with its permanent lesson in
heroism, its tragic daily lesson of struggle and death in order to gain the final victory.

Over there, the soldiers of imperialism encounter the discomforts of those who, accustomed to
the standard of living that the United States boasts, have to confront a hostile land; the
insecurity of those who cannot move without feeling that they are stepping on enemy territory;
death for those who go outside of fortified compounds; the permanent hostility of the entire
population. All this is provoking repercussions inside the United States. It is leading to the
appearance of a factor that was attenuated by imperialism at full strength: the class struggle
inside its own territory.



How close and bright would the future appear if two, three, many Vietnams flowered on the face
of the globe, with their quota of death and their immense tragedies, with their daily heroism, with
their repeated blows against imperialism, forcing it to disperse its forces under the lash of the
growing hatred of the peoples of the world!

And if we were all capable of uniting in order to give our blows greater solidity and certainty, so
that the aid of all kinds to the peoples in struggle was even more effective — how great the
future would be, and how near!
If we, on a small point on the map of the world, fulfill our duty and place at the disposal of the
struggle whatever little we are able to give — our lives, our sacrifice — it can happen that one of
these days we will draw our last breath on a bit of earth not our own, yet already ours, watered
with our blood. Let it be known that we have measured the scope of our acts and that we
consider ourselves no more than a part of the great army of the proletariat. But we feel proud at
having learned from the Cuban revolution and from its great main leader the great lesson to be
drawn from its position in this part of the world: "Of what difference are the dangers to a man or
a people, or the sacrifices they make, when what is at stake is the destiny of humanity?"

Our every action is a battle cry against imperialism and a call for the unity of the peoples against
the great enemy of the human race: the United States of North America.

Wherever death may surprise us, let it be welcome if our battle cry has reached even one
receptive ear, if another hand reaches out to take up our arms, and other men come forward to
join in our funeral dirge with the rattling of machine guns and with new cries of battle and victory.

-Marighella, Carlos, “Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla” (1969) excerpt.


